By an ! 1 tree we mean a tree of power ! 1 and height ! 1 . Under the assumption of CH plus 2 ! 1 ! 2 we call an ! 1 tree a Jech Kunen tree if it has many branches for some strictly between ! 1 and 2 ! 1 . We call an ! 1 tree being ! 1 anticomplete if it has more than ! 1 many branches and has no subtrees which are isomorphic to the standard ! 1 complete binary tree. In this paper we prove that: 1 It is consistent with CH plus 2 ! 1 ! 2 that there exists an ! 1 anticomplete tree but no Jech Kunen trees or Kurepa trees; 2 It is independent o f CH plus 2 ! 1 ! 2 that there exists a Jech Kunen tree without Kurepa subtrees; 3 It is independent o f CH plus 2 ! 1 ! 2 that there exists a Kurepa tree without Jech Kunen subtrees. We assume the existence of an inaccessible cardinal in some of our proofs.
T is an ! 1 tree if jTj = ! 1 and htT = ! 1 . Without loss of generality we sometimes assume that hT ; T i = h! 1 ; T i with unique root 0 if T is an ! 1 tree.
An ! 1 tree T is called a Kurepa tree if jT j ! 1 for any ! 1 and jBTj ! 1 . An ! 1 tree T is called a Jech Kunen An ! 1 tree T is called an ! 1 anticomplete tree if jBTj ! 1 and T has no ! 1 complete binary subtrees.
Facts: 1. Both Kurepa trees and Jech Kunen trees are ! 1 anticomplete trees; 2. Under CH and 2 ! 1 ! 2 , a Jech Kunen tree is also a Kurepa tree if every level of it is countable; 3. Under CH and 2 ! 1 ! 2 , a Kurepa tree is also a Jech Kunen tree if it has less than 2 ! 1 many branches
The independence of the existence of Kurepa trees was proved by J. Silver see K2 . In Je , T. Jech constructs a model of CH plus 2 ! 1 ! 2 , in which there is a Jech Kunen tree. In fact, it is a Kurepa tree with less than 2 ! 1 branches. The independence of the existence of Jech Kunen trees under CH plus 2 ! 1 ! 2 was given by K. Kunen in K1 , in which he gave an equivalent form of Jech Kunen trees in terms of compact Hausdor spaces. The detailed proof can be found in Ju, Theorem 4.8 .
The technique used by Silver and Kunen to kill Kurepa trees and Jech Kunen trees is to show that if an ! 1 tree T has a new branch i n a n ! 1 closed forcing extension, then T should have a n ! 1 complete binary subtree. So in their models all ! 1 anticomplete trees are also killed.
In this paper we discuss two questions: is ! 1 closed i n M. Let G I P be a IP generic lter over M and G I P 0 be a IP 0 generic lter over M G I P . Let T be a n ! 1 tree i n M G I P . If T has a new branch B in M G I P G I P 0 ,M G I P , then T has a subtree T 0 in M G I P , which is isomorphic to the tree h2 ! 1 T M;i standard ! 1 complete binary tree in M.
Proof: First we w ork within M. In the proof we always let i = 0 ; 1. Without loss of generality w e can assume that 1 I P k, I P 1 I P 0 k, I P 0 B is a branch of _ T. In next two theorems we show the negative sides of Theorem 2 and Theorem 3. Before that we should introduce some properties of poset and Generalized Martin's Axiom. We take the form of Generalized Martin's Axiom from W in which they call it GMA@ 1 centered. 
GMA Generalized Martin's Axiom is the statement:
Suppose IP is an ! 1 centered and countably compact poset. Suppose 2 ! 1 . If D is a dense subset of IP for each , then there exists a lter G of IP such that G T D 6 = ; for all . We n o w de ne a poset in terms of a tree and its branches. Let T be a tree and B bea subset of BT. We let IPT ; B = fhA; Ci: A is a countable subtree of T which is closed downward, C is a nonempty countable subset of B such that for every C in C, htC T A = htAg.
bea poset ordered by: hA 1 ; C 1 i h A 2 ; C 2 i i C 2 C 1 and A 1 jhtA 2 = A 2 for any hA 1 ; C 1 i; hA 2 ; C 2 i 2 IPT ; B. Lemma 2 Let T be an ! 1 tree and B B T . Then 1 for any hA 1 ; C 1 i and hA 2 ; C 2 i 2 IPT ; B, hA 1 ; C 1 i and hA 2 ; C 2 i are compatible if and only if either A 1 jhtA 2 = A 2 and for each C 2 C 2 ; htC T A 1 = htA 1 or A 2 jhtA 1 = A 1 and for each C 2 C 1 ; htC T A 2 = htA 2 ; 2 IPT ; B is ! 1 centered and countably compact if assuming CH. Proof: 1: =": Easy.
=": Let hA; Ci hA 1 ; C 1 i and hA 2 ; C 2 i. Assume htA 1 htA 2 . Then A 1 jhtA 2 = AjhtA 1 jhtA 2 = AjhtA 2 = A 2 and for each C 2 C 2 ; htC T A 1 = htA 1 because htC T A = htA and AjhtA 1 = htA 1 .
2: For any A T such that A is countable and closed downward, let IP A = fhA; Ci: hA; Ci2I PT ; Bg: Then IP A is a centered subset of IPT ; B. We h a ve only ! 1 many such A's if assuming CH. So IPT ; B is ! 1 centered.
Suppose fhA n ; C n i : n 2 !g is a centered subset of IPT ; B. Let A = S n2! A n and C = S n2! C n . Claim 1: hA; Ci2I PT ; B.
Proof of Claim 1:
If there is a C 2 C such that htC T A htA, then there are m; n 2 ! such that C 2 C m and htC T A n htA n . Since hA m ; C m i and hA n ; C n i are compatible, if htA n htA m , then htC T A n = htA n because htC T A m = htA m , a contradiction; if htA n htA m , then A m jhtA n 6 = A n , hence htC T A n = htA n by 1, also a contradiction.
Claim 2: hA; Cii s a l o wer bound of fhA n ; C n i : n 2 !g. Proof of Claim 2: If there is an n 2 ! such that AjhtA n 6 = A n , then there is a t 2 AjhtA n , A n . Let t 2 A m for some m 2 !. Since hA n ; C n i and hA m ; C m i are compatible, if A n jhtA m = A m , then t 2 A n , a contradiction; if A m jhtA n = A n , then t 2 A m jhtA n implies t 2 A n , also a contradiction. So hA; Cih A n ; C n i for all n 2 !. 
